
Sydney Lea 

Democracy and the Demotic: Reflections 
on the 'lingua franca et jocundissima' in 
American Poetry 

The following text was originally presented as a talk at Eôtvôs Lor and Uni- 

versity (Budapest) on March 17, 1992, as part of an international conference 
called "American Democracy" - the first American Studies conference to be 
held in a former Soviet satellite. 

T JL JL he title of my remarks is high sounding enough, yet in fact I do little more here 
than muse about a tradition in American poetry that my friend Stanley Plumly de- 
scribes as "speech barking back at song." More poet than scholar myself, I offer a kind 
of reverie. 

To establish an appropriately unorthodox mood, I begin by playing a tune I listened 
to a lot in the early fifties, though always, I confess, out of my parents' earshot. It is 
the African- American musician Ray Charles's rendition of a sentimental Stephen Fos- 
ter piece called "Old Folks at Home."1 

I'll eventually pluck that tune back out of the air, but for now will turn to a more 
familiar figure in American Studies curricula - even in a time when those curricula are 

being rightfully stretched - than Ray Charles. In a journal entry for 1837, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, engaging in a reverie of his own, imagined himself "a professor of 
Rhetoric - teacher of the art of writing well to young men." "I should use Dante for 

my textbook," Emerson surmised: "Dante knew how to throw the weight of his body 
into each act, and is, like Byron, Burke, and Carlyle, the Rhetorician. I find him full 
of the nobil volgare eloquenza\ that he knows cGod damn,' and can be rowdy if he 

please, and he does please." What Dante could teach was that daily surroundings were 
"the very best basis for poetry, and the material which you must work up." 

Little in Emerson's reflections seems original - or even significantly "American." 
At least since Wordsworth's vow to use the real language of real people in Lyrical 
Ballads, verse in English has consistently sought renewal through ordinary human 

speech, rooted in a physical world. As Wordsworth elsewhere claimed, the values of 
romance or epic - "Paradise and Groves Elysian, Fortunate fields," etc. - could be 
evoked from "the simple produce of the common day." 

Despite insisting on the bodfs importance to poetry, then, Emerson still in essence 
recalls a Wordsworth, or arguably a John Donne, as does even so elegant a later writer 
as Wallace Stevens, who proposes in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" to merge "the 

imagination's Latin with the lingua franca et jocundissima." That Stevens should use 
Latin to formulate his very plea for the non-Latinate - the actual, the bodily - is of 
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course more than a wry joke, his ultimate aim being - again, like his English-speaking 
predecessors' - to combine the physical sensations with the more shimmery prompt- 
ings of imagination, of intellect, even perhaps of rhetoric itself in the classical sense. 
As Stevens says in the same work, "The poem goes from the poet's gibberish to / The 

gibberish of the vulgate and back again." In that process, the vulgate exerts a correc- 
tive pressure on capital-P Poetry, a physical pressure. 

This insistence on the remedial power of the bodily and the vernacular seems far 
more common in English-speaking than in other western poetries. The French may 
wish - in Valéry^ well known phrase - "to purify the words of the tribe," yet the way 
to purity, at least with regard to words themselves, rarely leads through street or field. 
The Germans may borrow the imaginative energies of native folk poetry, but infre- 

quently pretend to echo its diction, or even its utter earthiness. And one could ransack 
the Italian tradition of nobil volgare eloquenza - from Emerson's own Dante through 
the pungent Roman-dialect poet Giuseppe Belli - before finding testimony as una- 
bashed as Whitman's 'The aroma of armpits! Sweeter to me than the sound of 

prayer!" or even Stevens's seemingly milder assertion that "Beauty is momentary in 
the mind, / The fitful tracing of a portal; / But in the flesh it is immortal. / The body 
dies; the body's beauty lives." 

It's likely that the eminence of Shakespeare - with his brilliant evocations of "low" 

speech and character as well as lofty - has a lot to do with the inclination to earthward, 
as Robert Frost might put it, in the poetry of England and thus America.2 That, 
however, is a separate case from the one I mean to make for the Crown's former 

colony. For I submit that what seems in America a mere difference in degree - Frost 

may again be exemplary in insisting that North of Boston "dropped to levels of diction 
that even Wordsworth kept above": that what began as a difference in degree became, 
if not a difference in kind, then at least a difference in what I'll call savor, those Whit- 
manian armpits perhaps lingering in the mind. Even in apparently odd places, the 

language of our poetry, to use a black- American locution, longs to be funky - a word 
that originally suggested strong smell. 

It is telling that to my knowledge no ambitious British poem makes the lingua 
franca all but its actual subject, as does, say, a great deal of William Carlos Williams's 

Paterson, not to mention the jazzy inventions of a Langston Hughes. Nor is it easy 
to imagine an English canonical writer describing poetry, like Dr. Williams, as spilling 
"from the mouths of Polish grandmothers." And Allen Ginsberg's response to the 

Watergate tapes seems somehow distinctively American as well; I happened to be with 
him just then, and recall his glee: "Holy shit! I knew I was right! In the highest offices 
of the land, they talk dirty! Just like mer 

Ginsberg's raucous comments can serve as a slightly strained allegory to my theme: 
if the orotund rhetoric of the public figure is a kind of official "song," then the poet 
is thrilled to bark back at it - and to discover official singers doing the same, at least 
in private. Ginsberg delights, so to speak, in knocking piety and platitude down to 

funky fundamentals. 
Of course most American poets are less inclined than Ginsberg to foul language, 

but I'd contend that even they "talk dirty" in a certain way. An improbable example 
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is Robert Frost's coy but brilliant essay, 'The Figure a Poem Makes." "We prate of 

freedom," the poet writes: 

We call our schools free because we are not free to stay away from them till we are sixteen years 
of age. I have given up my democratic prejudices and now willingly set the lower classes free 
to be completely taken care of by the upper classes. Political freedom is nothing to me. I bestow 
it right and left. All I would keep for myself is the freedom of my material - the condition of 
body and mind now and then to summons aptly from the vast chaos of all I have lived through. 

Ifs typical of Frost to give even as he takes away. He cares nothing, he says, for 
freedom in politics but only in his materials. Of course - and who knows it better? - 

the profoundest political freedom is, precisely, the freedom of those materials. Stanzas. 

Pages. In a word, words. His dismissal of every other freedom except that of speech 
is, in effect, an endorsement of every other freedom, as he suggests by frankly equat- 
ing it to the freedom of mind . . . and body. 

Though American democracy has always been imperfect at best, like Frost it has 

clung to at least one right: the right of any individual to tell any other individual to 

go to hell, to <ccuss a fellow out," as the quaint saying goes, regardless of the fellow's 
station. Unable to get so far himself, Emerson is still pleased that Dante could say 
"God damn," could be rowdy, could insult people and proprieties. Ginsberg person- 
alizes even something so vast as the nation itself, and then, like a punk on the street- 

corner, he cusses it out: "America, go fuck yourself with your atom bomb!" Likewise 
Frost's essay - unprofane, but much less genteel in 1939 than it may appear now - 

berates Franklin Roosevelt and his New Deal. Our writers, I suggest, borrow this 
habit from the populace. By way of illustration, I'll turn to personal anecdote if I may. 

I was standing 20 years ago at my home village's only automobile garage when in 
drove a woman who had recently and abruptly left town with a university poet she'd 
met at a Dartmouth College reading. While the mechanic named Herbie filled her 
fuel tank, this fellow danced in his seat, the radio tuned to the music of black Detroit, 
Motown music. 

After the woman drove away, the other mechanic, George, came out. "So that's the 
one she run off on her husband for>" he asked, as if somehow it were all my fault. 

I nodded. 

"Dumb-looking bastard," Herbie opined. And then the inevitable questions from 
these Puritan sons: "He do anything?" 

"Yeah, he workr 

"Well," I mumbled, not yet known as a poet myself by them or by anybody, "Well, 

George, I guess he's a ... poet." 
"A poet," Herbie repeated. I nodded again, even more guiltily. 
"Yeah," George snarled, "he looked like a fuckin' poet!" 
It may be a long way from those mechanics to a figure like Marianne Moore, but 

not so very far from their opinions to her renowned opening in the piece called "Po- 

etry": "I too dislike it: there are things that are important beyond all this fiddle." For 
the irony and irreverence toward pretense and high station extend in many of our 
writers even to their own medium. (I can never read Moore's poem without thinking 
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of the late Hungarian- American comedian Ernie Kovacs, whose 1950s television show 
featured a poet named Percy Dovetonsils.) Moore continues: 

Reading it, however, with a perfect contempt for it, one discovers in it, after all, a place for the 
genuine. 

And what sort of thing is "genuine"? 

Hands that can grasp, eyes 
that can dilate, hair that can rise 
if it must. . . . 

The poet urges poets to become "literalists of the imagination" and, famously, to 

present "imaginary gardens with real toads in them," to demand "the raw material of 

poetry in all its rawness . . ." 
I quote again from Emerson's journal: 

The language of the street is always strong. What can describe the folly and emptiness of 
scolding like the word jawing? I feel too the force of the double negative, though clean contrary 
to our grammar rules. And I confess to some pleasure from the stinging rhetoric of a rattling 
oath in the mouth of truckmen and teamsters. How laconic and brisk it is by the side of a page 
of the North American Review. 

Cut these words and they would bleed; they are vascular and alive; they walk and run. 
Moreover, they who speak them have this elegancy, that they do not trip in their speech. It is 
a shower of bullets, whilst Cambridge men and Yale men correct themselves and begin again 
at every half sentence. 

Truckers and teamsters are disinclined, we might say, to deconstruct themselves as 

they go along. Applause for their "natural" manner - for "physical" elegance over 
other kinds, for anti-academic diction - is instinctive in much of our national comment 
on poetry. Among the less imaginative, it can degenerate into mindless tub-thumping: 
indeed, the anti-academic crowd abundantly generates its own academicians, dull and 
doctrinaire as the worst of their enemies, unable for example to see that even a more 
or less "traditional" poet - Frost again - is intent to get the force of plain talk some- 
how entangled in the verse, that his vow to provide "the sound of sense" surely in- 
cludes the senses. 

Now although the pressures of "low" culture upon high - of common language 
upon refined, of the body's dance, so to speak, upon the poet's gibberish - have been 
felt in every land, I'll recall a well-known novelty in American experience that may 
account for what I have named American poetry's savor. If we once routinely accepted 
Henry James's claim that, lacking traditions of church or university or government, 
American writers had no choice but to pursue psychological themes rather than oth- 

ers, in 1992 nothing could be more banal than to note the fact that, when Columbus 
"discovered" America, or when later the so-called pilgrims arrived, there were people 
already in the land, with notions of religion, education, society, and culture that 

scarcely conformed to those of Emerson's university man. And although the fate of 
these native Americans is too sadly well known, they could not help exerting an in- 
fluence on the invader. Indeed, certain whites became eager for such influence. I think 
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of Roger Williams, who, for having cussed out the Puritan churches as "ulcered and 

gangrene," was threatened in 1635 with deportation but who fled instead to the wild, 
where he was aided by friendly Indians. Having thereafter established a plantation 
which - because of its welcome to indigenous people, to runaways, to troublemakers 
in general - came to be known as Rogue's Island, he recalled that friendliness in his 

writings. Aptly enough, among these was A Key into the Language of America, includ- 

ing "Of their Persons and Parts of the Body," the verse portion of which is as follows: 

Boast not proud English, of thy birth and blood, 
Thy brother Indian is by birth as good. 

Of one blood God made him, and thee, and all, 
As wise, as fair, as strong, as personal. 

By nature wrath's his portion, thine no more, 
Till grace his soul and thine in Christ restore. 

Make sure thy second birth, else thou shalt see, 
Heaven ope to Indians wild, but shut to thee. 

For all its author's radicalism in the eyes of a Cotton Mather, this poem now strikes 
us not only as technically ponderous but also as almost marvelously unreflective and 
sentimental. What it implies, however, is precisely the degree to which, from the very 
start, our public sentimentalities have encountered people for whom they contain 
small meaning, who in fact feel excluded by them. Even that precious freedom to cuss 
out persons and institutions, which has probably extended to a majority of Americans 
since the late eighteenth century, has been denied to conspicuous groups. Many a 
rebellious native American could so testify from the grave, as could many another 

person of color, dead and alive. We should remember, after all, that enfranchisement 
of blacks in the American South is just a quarter century old, that for every young, 
outspoken Spike Lee there are still countless African- Americans who recall the in- 

dignity of silence in the face of unjust power ... or more violent indignities. 
Yet our art suggests we are wrong to assume that our minorities have allowed 

themselves - ever - to be entirely deprived of that cussing right. Yes, they have had to 

develop clever expressive strategies . . . whose influence has been extraordinary. We 
now hear a broad clamor for "multi-culturalism," the acknowledgment that non-Eu- 

ropean heritages have as much claim as European on American attention, and I for 
one am thrilled to see deserving works by non-whites make their way into all our 
canons. On the other hand, the current debate is surely more about emphasis and 
valuation than fact, because we already have - and have always had - multi-cultural- 
ism in America. It is, in brief, downright impossible to exaggerate the impression of 

minority cultures on the mainstream, or even to separate one from the other. 
To think alone of the African influence is to recognize that among America's few 

truly important contributions to world culture are jazz and its various derivatives, not 
all of them musical - yes, jazz is African polyrhythmic drumming cutting across Eu- 

ropean measures; it is the pentatonic in happy or angry contest with the octave, it is 
the gospel-shout in passionate or playful argument with the kunstlied. But it is also, 

say, black street games like The Dozens and the sort of clever insult called signifying. 
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It is the tapdance, it is the break-dance, it is even the airborne ballet of a Michael 
Jordan or a Julius Erving, of so called "in-your-face" basketball. And I believe I stretch 

my thesis only mildly by claiming that all these things amount, finally, to speech. 
Barking speech. Speech barking like Charlie Parker's renowned saxophone, most 
voice-like of instruments - speech barking back at song. 

The bark is the bark of the /fc-illusioned and ^«-sentimental against the illusions 
and sentimentalities that the empowered cherish - or, at least until recently, it's a cry 
for these sentimentalities to live up to their own implication. And it is older than the 
nation itself: "Fm going to tell God how you treat me," goes an old field-spiritual, 
the "you" seemingly anonymous, but surely referring to the white boss who - like 

Roger Williams's fine Englishman - styles himself a Christian. What, the fieldhand 

demands, does it mean to be a Christian, you who would hang me for what I'm 

thinking? His worksong is a form, however sly, of cussing out the hypocrite, of lit- 

erally saying God damn him; it is political to the core - like the best American poetry, 
which is so often accused of being otherwise. 

The dominant culture's pressure on subordinated cultures results in ... art. But 

pressure is actually exerted in both directions: because years ago I was being "edu- 
cated" in an upper middle-class way, for example, because I must therefore play Mo- 

zart, Stravinsky at worst, in my parents' presence, I listened to Ray Charles in secret. 
But Ray, you could say, was getting through. To recall that this was the mid-fifties, a 
time when the Alabama bus boycott would bring young Pastor King to broad atten- 

tion, is to understand why a man of Charles's intelligence should record so racist a 
tune as "Old Folks at Home." 

The racism, of course, consists of Stephen Foster's sentimental depiction of a black 

who, "far from the old folks at home," finds "all the world [to be] sad and weary." 
Go back where you came from, says Foster. Accept your place. But the song subverts 
such saccharine idiocy from within. Charles injects heavy syncopation into a score so 

ploddingly regular that thousands of us aging whites remember it as among the first 

piano pieces we learned. He introduces the black church's call-and-response mode 

(now commonplace in popular music but largely pioneered by Charles himself). He 
inserts those half-mocking, half-ruminative verbal "fills" - "Well, you go way down, 
way down south upon the Swanee, talkin' bout the river now" and so on. He lays a 
musical and rhetorical emphasis on the fact that for him and those old folks "0// the 
world is sad" - sad and "lonely" (not as in Foster "weary"), and that it will take far 
more than sentimental vision to change it. Yet the song itself implies that if we can 

explode sentimentalism there's the possibility of joy rather than sadness, of commu- 

nity rather than loneliness. It says that in place of platitude we can discover spiritual 
and bodily energies, those qualities that make me - even in my middle age - want to 

get up and dance whenever I hear that performance. 
To say it too briefly and baldly, our demotic tradition, our tradition of cussing out 

the fool or oppressor, is more or less a blues tradition, as Albert Murray has argued 
in his extraordinary book, The Omni- Americans} If Murray is correct, as I think he 

is, then like the blues, American poetry must both acknowledge received forms and 
bark back at them. Thus even the most conventional of our better poets will present 
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him- or herself as an improviser, an image that owes much, if not everything, to non- 

European models. Thus, despite the racism of a Wallace Stevens - which extends to 

approval of Mussolini's rape in Ethiopia - Stevens composes a literally irreverent 

poem whose very title is borrowed from African America, 'To a High-Toned Old 
Christian Woman." Thus, despite that poem's commitment to a more or less regular 
iambic measure, we find in it a "riff" or two: 

Thus, our bawdiness 
Unpurged by epitaph, indulged at last, 
Is equally converted into palms, 
Squiggling like saxophones. And palm for palm, 
Madame, we are where we begin. Allow, 
Therefore, that in the planetary scene 
Your disaffected flagellants, well-stuffed, 
Smacking their muzzy bellies in parade, 
Proud of such novelties of the sublime, 
Such tink and tank and tunk-a-tunk-tunk, 
May, merely may, madame, whip from themselves 
A jovial hullabaloo among the spheres. 

If the well-heeled Hartford insurance man turns out, malgré lui, to own a touch of 

funky black blood, can I conclude by saying the same even about my beloved Robert 

Frost, whose father was a "copperhead" - a northern sympathizer with the Confed- 

eracy? who lived by turns, as I have, in Vermont and New Hampshire, two of the 
whitest states in our Union? whose first two books were published in England? who 
seems in short miles further removed from a blues or jazz idiom than any Whitman 
or Williams or even Robert Lowell - all of whom in some manner acknowledged 
indebtedness to African- American models - let alone than any of the Beats? Well, in 
'The Figure a Poem Makes," Frost claims that a poem must be a "revelation." 

For it to be that there must have been the greatest freedom of the material to move about in it 
and to establish relations in it regardless of time and space, previous relation, and everything 
but affinity. 

Revelation and improvisation, it turns out, are intimate kin. Frost might indeed 
have been speaking of a musical figure here. Nothing perhaps from Bach or Handel, 
but maybe from the brilliant Ellington bands that were just then dazzling the great 
clubs of Harlem. Or maybe one of Louis Armstrong's smaller groups; or he might 
have been praising the saxophone styles of the matchless Lester Young, Coleman 

Hawkins, Chu Berry. "It finds its own name as it goes," Frost says elsewhere in the 
same piece, "and discovers the best waiting for it in some final phrase at once wise 
and sad. . . ." He calls this the "happy-sad blend of the drinking song," but, whether 
he knows it or not, he's right there in the world of jazz, blues, funk - improbable 
Yankee wanderer. 

It would be the work of a better read person than I (and one commanding far more 

space than these few pages) to weigh my contentions by applying them to a wide 

range of American poets. Langston Hughes's "Motto" will have to be my own here. 
It will help me at least to my final phrase, however wise or sad: 
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I play it cool 
And dig all jive. 
That's the reason 
I stay alive. 

My motto, 
As I live and learn, 

is: 

Dig And Be Dug 
In Return. 

At that gas station twenty years ago, the sweaty mechanics Herbie and George saw 
fit to call the artsy stranger in the woman's car a "fuckin' poet," perhaps unconscious 
that they were exercising, so to say, their own poetic license to bark back at what 

annoyed them. I doubt as well that they recognized the song on his radio, but even 
if unwittingly, they spoke in accord with it: the tune, by Martha Reeves and the 

Vandellas, was called "Dancin* in the Streets." And the poet was digging it. 

NOTES 

i. Available on The Ray Charles Story, Atlantic Records. 
2. My remarks here owe much to an essay by Barry Goldensohn, published in Parnassus, v. 16, 

no. 2, (1991). 
3. Da Capo Press, New York, 1970. 
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